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COMPANY PROFILE

LIESOL Solar is a leading Indonesian renewable energy company that has been
operating throughout Indonesia since 2014. Continue developing our technology
and implementing innovations for better functionality and more energy saving.

OUR VISION
To be trusted advocate for sustainable,
affordable and greener energy solutions
globally.

OUR MISSION
Provide a high quality of solar power resource to
consumers, industry specialists, manufacturers
and environmentalists where together we can
achieve a zero-carbon future.
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SERVICES

Retrofit Management
The prospect of start using a solar power can be a daunting one. It is
vital to have a firm understanding of the site situation and an even
greater understanding of the desired outcome of a project.

New & Replacement Products
LIESOL Solar is your single source supplier for solar power products. As
a national distributor of renewable energy solutions, we are able to
leverage our purchasing power to provide our customers with
cost-effective and competitively-priced products.

Design & Performance Consulting
The team at LIESOL Solar has a unique combination of industry
experience, manufacturer partnerships, logistical capability, and a
passion for finding the best solutions for our clients.

Construction & Renovation Services
For construction and renovation projects, we focus on helping our
customers manage the process of obtaining the right products for the
right projects at the right price.
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TYPES OF SOLAR SYSTEMS
On-Grid – also known as a grid-tie or grid-feed solar system.
On-grid or grid-tie solar systems are
by far the most common and widely
used by homes and businesses. These
systems do not need batteries and use
either solar inverters or micro-inverters
and are connected to the public
electricity grid.

Off-grid – also known as a stand-alone power system (SAPS).
An off-grid system is not connected
to the electricity grid and therefore
requires battery storage. Off-grid
solar systems must be designed
appropriately so that they will generate
enough power throughout the year
and have enough battery capacity to
meet the home’s requirements, even
in the depths of winter when there is
generally much less sunlight.

Hybrid – grid-connected solar system with battery storage.
Modern hybrid systems combine solar
and battery storage in one and are now
available in many different forms and
configurations. Due to the decreasing
cost of battery storage, systems that
are already connected to the electricity
grid can start taking advantage of
battery storage as well.
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POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLAR PANEL
Description
PolyCrystalline or MultiCrystalline solar
panels are solar panels that consist of
several crystals of silicon in a single PV
cell. Several fragments of silicon are
melted together to form the wafers of
polycrystalline solar panels.

Advantages
Lower Per Panel Costs.
Durability and Longevity.
Environmental Enhancements.
Lower Electric Bills.
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MONOCRYSTALLINE SOLAR PANEL
Description
A monocrystalline solar panel is a solar
panel comprising monocrystalline
solar cells. These cells are made from
a cylindrical silicon ingot grown from a
single crystal of silicon of high purity in
the same way as a semiconductor.

Advantages
They have the highest level of efficiency
at 15-20%.
They require less space compared to
other types due to their high efficiency.
They perform better in low levels of
sunlight, making them ideal for cloudy
areas.
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SHINGLED SOLAR PANEL
Description
Shingle solar cells are solar cells which
are cut into typically 5 or 6 strips. These
strips can be overlaid, like shingles
on a roof, to form the electrical
connections. The strips of solar cells
are joined together using an electrically
conductive adhesive (ECA) that allows
for conductivity and flexibility.

Advantages
Increased energy harvest. Higher power
per square metre.
Better reliability. Low busbar failures.
Better mechanical performance.
More attractive with clean simple look
providing superior street appeal.
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HALF - CELL SOLAR PANEL
Description
Half-Cell panels have smaller cells on
each panel which reduces mechanical
stresses on the panel. The smaller the
cell the lesser chance of the panel
micro cracking. Moreover, Half-Cell
technology provides higher power
output ratings and are usually more
reliable than traditional full cell panels.

Advantages
Reduced resistive losses. One source
of power loss when solar cells convert
sunlight into electricity is resistive
losses, or power lost during electrical
current transport.
Higher shade tolerance. Half-cut cells
are more resistant to the effects of
shade than traditional solar cells.
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BIFACIAL SOLAR PANEL
Description
Bifacial solar panels are solar panels
that can capture sunlight on both their
front and back and are an interesting
new solar solution for certain types of
solar installations.

Advantages
High Efficiency. While compared to
traditional mono-facial PV panels, BF
panels are 11 to 12% more efficient.
Less Space & Panels Required. Because
of both the faces are generating
electricity for you.
Energy Production During Bad Weather.
Angle of Installation. Can be installed at
any angle.
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SOLAR INVERTER
Description
A solar inverter or PV inverter, is a type
of electrical converter which converts
the variable direct current (DC) output
of a photovoltaic (PV) solar panel into
a utility frequency alternating current
(AC) that can be fed into a commercial
electrical grid or used by a local, offgrid electrical network.

Advantages
Solar energy decreases the greenhouse
effect as well as abnormal weather
change.
These inverters empower small
businesses by reducing their energy
needs & requirements.
Easy to set up & more reasonable
compared with generators.
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APPLICATION OF SOLAR POWER
Solar Homes
A solar home refers to a household that has
a rooftop photovoltaic (PV) array or ground
mount solar system installed in order to
generate usable electricity from the sun.
Often times, solar-powered houses include
solar batteries attached to PV arrays to store
energy produced from
solar panels.

Solar Factory
Factories are known for having large flat roofs
with plenty of ample roof space, offering an
ideal installation site for solar panels. Tesla's
gigafactory, located in Reno Nevada, is it's
largest manufacturing facility and will run
entirely on solar power once the building is
complete.

Floating Solar
Sometimes called floatovoltaics, is solar
panels mounted on a structure that floats
on a body of water, typically a reservoir or a
lake. The market for this renewable energy
technology has grown rapidly since 2016.
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APPLICATION OF SOLAR POWER
Solar Farm
Solar farms are large scale solar installations

where photovoltaic (PV) panels, referred to as

solar panels, or other means of collecting solar
energy, like concentrating solar systems are
used to harvest the suns power.

Agricultural Solar
Most farms and agricultural businesses have

buildings that are suitable for roof mounted solar
PV installations. Solar panels on farm building

roofs do not require planning permission and,

once installed, maintenance and servicing costs for
PV installations are low.

Water Pump Solar
The benefit that come with the use of solar water
pumps is low operating costs since all they need

to function is exposure to the sun. Also, minimise
the dependence on electricity, making these

pumps environmentally friendly since they don't
produce any emissions.

Solar Bulkhead Cargo Ship
Cargo ship with solar panels could help cut use

of world's dirtiest fuels. The EMP automated rigid
sails assist in propelling a ship and can also be

fitted with flexible marine-grade solar panels. These
provide electrical power fed into a ship's power

system (which is currently run by the engines) or
charge batteries.
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Jl. Teluk Betung No. 43
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+62-21-3151747
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